Absolutely heartbroken as I write this post 😢 my poor granda died on Wednesday afternoon in a care home. He was 95 years of age. Outlived 2 of his sons! Old age literally took it's toll, as it does. He had absolutely no symptoms of covid19 at all. We were all told it was just his time to go 😢 however this morning a family member receives a death notice for my granda signed off by a Dr. Masour. Describing my grandfather as a woman, the name written was incorrect. And also saying reason for death was COVID 19. I immediately queried this with the care home and was informed that he had no symptoms, had not been swabbed, tested, anything but it's a direction from the Coroner that if anybody unfortunately passes during this pandemic that they MUST write Covid19. I think it's an absolute fucking disgrace. God help any other family's that has to go Tru what we all are, only positive from this is that I'm lucky to be one of the whole "10" People allowed into the graveyard tomorrow. Absolutely devastated 😢😢😢😢😢
117 Year old man in Bosnia dies of organ failure following 6 months in hospice...COVID-19 stamped on his death certificate.
Lisa Falb
Wait till you call the cdc and learn. THERE IS NO TEST FOR COVID19! They are testing for corona virus. There are 100s of cv!! There is no test for the specific strain!! Call them yourself!!
So, my Dad was taken to hospital in an ambulance yesterday (Carer rang ambulance after he had a fall - I would have picked him up & put him into bed like I always do, but no taken to hospital) Didn’t want him going to hospital cause I knew for a fact he’d be diagnosed with covid19 even though he hasn’t got it - everyone who goes through the doors is being diagnosed as being positive! (even if you have an ingrown toenail) I requested for him not to be tested & said I’d pick him up after being checked for injuries after fall They’re saying there are other issues (scan on brain & changing epilepsy meds) that’s why they’re keeping him there. But basically, we have no rights anymore. Can’t take him home, Can’t visit, haven’t spoke to him yet either. Hope the staff are getting paid handsomely for this covid19 bull shit cover up! They also asked him about DNR (Bare in mind he can’t remember if he’s eaten sometimes - not really equipped to answer that) He said he’d been a burden on me long enough (ffs 😞) People need to wake up to this shit We have less & less rights as the days go on!
My mum was the same no Covid signs but it is still on her death certificate.
My uncle died recently of cancer and it was listed as covid
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Jen Mission 🙌
Did he even have Covid?

11m   Like   Reply

Jen Mission there was no covid in the hospital my uncle died at. He had cancer for years and it got really severe towards to end of his life. He got given weeks to live. He died, and the doctors marked his death of covid although there was no covid there at all.. his wife was fuming!
kiaaa.a My Papa Never died from this Virus! And The Media and The Lying ass Government is Fraud! He had health issues way way before this ever happened! The did NOT confirm with our family that he had that shit! And the Media want clout off his name! This is going toooo Far! Coronavirus Count Your Fucking Days!
I have a partner at work whose mother-in-law passed away a week ago with cancer and they claimed the cause of death on the death certificate as Covid-19 complications. When they asked about it, they told them it was just for funding purposes 😞
Friend of family..young lady died of cancer last week, death certificate says covid19! Never tested for Covid; dr says any symptom of Covid, just a fever will be labeled as death to Covid! Her mother is livid and nothing she can do.
Lou Henrei
I lost my father in a nursing home yesterday. They are saying all nursing home deaths are from the virus. My father wasn’t sick prior to yesterday. The nursing homes are getting government funds $$ for every Covid19 case. We have not been allowed to see him in over a month, we called a week ago, they said he was fine. I think it was his heart and they would not take him to the hospital. They will not be testing him. People be very scared if your loved ones are in nursing homes!
I had a friend who died from cancer. Death certificate said covid-19.
Rose Ryan
Gotta try and keep those numbers up! 😊

Nancy Wilson
A similar episode happened to my mates mum ..who was in a side ward ..no covid symptoms ...then put in covid ward..luckily tested negative ...so they have got her safe back home too
What about peops with no one to look out 4 them???
(HUMAN KULL?)
knew this and were taking precautions THEY WERE NOT INFORMED BY THE DOCTOR, SO EITHER THE DOCTOR LIED ON THE DEATH CERT. OR HE FAILED DRASTICALLY IN HIS DUTIES TO INFORM THE HOME, doctors are being told to put any cause of death that can be falsely put down as caused by the virus to boost the numbers, there is no other logical answer to this, feel free to share this as people need to know the truth about what these scum bastards are up to.
Imran Hanif

My own mother in law went to hospital for a chest infection, they kept her in.

She was perfectly fine just a normal infection.

In just 7 days she apparently “contracted covid” whilst in hospital. They then gave her morphine and she passed away after few days.

On her death certificate - covid-19

Ever since I’ve been angry, upset and hurt. I feel we shouldn’t clap for the NHS; all they do is make dance videos and don’t take this seriously.
even without testing her. They moved her to a covid-19 ward even though she didn't want to go.

They did not treat her with the usual inhalers or passive air masks, they waited until she crashed and put her straight onto the invasive tube respirator that breathes for you.
Martinez Sabrina

2 things.
I talked to a guy who said they are paying and forcing doctors to sign all deaths as covid.

2. A man reported he took his elderly mom in. She fell and hit here head. She did die. They put death as covid and when older brother came. They wouldn't allow him in.
Please delete if necessary.

My auntie and a family friends have both recently died in hospital, the cause of death is coronavirus but I'm not cobv8it actually was. My auntie had puemonia, which she's had so many times, she went to hospital and was told nothing else can be done for her. So we understood and agreed it must have been coronavirus. The family friend accidentally set her flat on fire, she was OK but she got taken to hospital to be checked over to see if she had smoke on her lungs. While she was there her family was told she was actually in fact very poorly and there was nothing they could do for her so she died and coronavirus was cause of death. I don't understand that one at all. She literally did not have coronavirus she set fire to her flat and went for a checkover. I don't know what to think now. I don't even know why I'm posting this, I suppose to see if this has happened to anyone else or I'm just being a bit too suspicious.
for all you IDIOTS out there who do not believe there is something else behind this virus let me tell you a true personal story, I will try to keep it short. as some of my friends on here know my younger brother passed away on wed 8th, he has had alzheimers disease for around 15 years, the week before his death he went rapidly downhill and could not eat or drink, I spoke to his doctor the day before he died and I asked the doctor if there was any link to the virus and he stated clearly [I also spoke to one of his colleagues and a nurse at the home who said the same thing] there was NO link and that the care home was CLEAN with no staff having to self isolate, today the 11th I got a call from the registrar of births/deaths and during our conversation I asked her what was on his death cert. she said BRONCHIAL PNEUMONIA WITH LINKS TO COVID 19, my questions are how did the doctor know he had the virus as NO tests were done, so I contacted the care home to see if they knew this and were taking precautions THEY WERE
Stephanie 🇺🇸#MAGA🇺🇸 Perez @JerzyeyProud · 14h

Yep, expect this kind of fraud to get bigger every day. My cousin's husband passed away from cancer last week, but they put COVID on her death certificate!

#trumpInvestigateThisPlease #CoronaCheaters
would be called, 5 minutes later a round doctor came to me and told me I have to leave the premises because of risk of spreading the virus!! I told him that I just spent nearly 16hrs with a COVID-19 PATIENT (apparently) and no one stopped me then, no ppe was given to me, they saw I was cuddling him, kissing him etc so why wasn't anything told me then!!! Just because I challenged the cause of death and the lack of treatment given to my brother I was thrown out of hospital, this is absolutely terrible treatment of a human being, and they inject the patient with injections where they never regain consciousness so they can't tell you anything and they slowly shut the body down and just wait for him/her to die, and then bring the next one in... Absolutely Horrific treatment.. Something has to be done, somone has to be held accountable...
Much more. Get it out there so the NHS gets stopped from killing more people! 😭❤️

Kevin Hanley
Hope your mams okay. Don't want to add to your anxiety but I heard of a similar experience at DRI prior to pandemic. This involved bullying staff (doctors not nurses) getting an elderly gent to sign a DNR. Luckily the gent concerned told them to do one and is now okay. So heads up on DNRs especially in this climate.

Ralph Schmuttermaier
Check it had checked.
Mark Summers
And how many in that ward ended up there the same way?
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Darren Katt
My wife works in a hospital pharmacy in South Australia and they didn't have one patient with coronavirus not one person in the wards but the adverts and governments made it seem like all the hospitals were being overrun by coronavirus and Yeah they gotta get the numbers up to justify what they have done to there countries people it's a huge scam and we need to make them accountable for there over the top measures they brought in to control us, people should be pissed off especially if all of a. Sudden they have been put on unemployment benefits and there independence and working future taken away from them, your under full government control once on benefits
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blessed actions @blessedactions · 12h
Replying to @ClarkeMicah
"My mother died of Parkinson’s disease in our home where she was living. Her death certificate said she died of Covid 19. We were shocked to say the least! Another friend let me know that her son who had a motorcycle accident also said the same thing on the d certificate!"
Jane Birchall you can have more than one cause of death on the certificate

Kay Smith
Our loved one had underlying health issues and were put on a ward in dri, she never came home :-(

Bob Hall
Disgusting
to hospital and found his eyes were rolled back, no response, totally unconscious and struggling to breathe, and during this 45 minutes after I came home they changed his clothes to hospital clothing!! No doctor came in to talk to me to talk about what's happened, no one showed me any xray, any Covid-19 positive test result, I was told over the phone he had tested positive, yet no one showed me anything, no test results or anything. They just gave him morphine every 2hrs, and waited for him to pass away, my brother passed away at 5.14am, I went to the coroners office in the hospital to arrange death certificate etc, and they rang the ward to ask for cause of death, when I returned to the ward, 5 nurses were waiting for me, giving me evil eyes and started shouting as to why I was going round the hospital asking for cause of death when I knew what the cause of death was, when I raised my voice saying that no doctor did ever come to me to tell me what illness he had, they told me to stop raising my voice otherwise security would be called, 5 minutes later a round doctor came to me and told me I have to
I fill out hundreds of death certificates, he’s 100% correct the guidelines sent to us are to put it as cause of death even if it’s PRESUMED.
Bobbie Jo @bj12028 · 12h
Replying to @MSNBC
I read an article where a woman's dad died & was never tested for Covid but yet put it on his death certificate as cause of death even though she asked them not to. How often is this happening?
antibiotics to treat the infection, not the virus

Kellie Ann
I saw a case where relative had died of a heart attack and death cert states covid 19..
whats happening and why are they wanting it to be higher by lying etc like this case and others

David Graham
Kellie Ann it's crazy scaremongering all these pics of army that was coming where they gone

Gary Crompton
This is absolutely disgusting, euthanasia is illegal in this
78 yr old in a Govt 'Retirement Home', had a stroke years earlier, and has inoperable aortic stenosis. Dr said he has 1 yr - 18 months before death.

He was tested for COVID-19 three times, but had NO COVID symptoms.

He died. 
Death Certificate reads, 'Cause of Death: COVID-19'.

Each of the three Covid-19 tests came back NEGATIVE. Remember, the man had NO COVID SYMPTOMS.

The Dr refused to change the 'Cause of Death' on the Death Certificate. The reason?

Dr: “I cannot clinically rule it out as a cause of death”.
Jonathon Goodwin
They’re paying the hospitals for every death marked as covid-19. They’re asking elderly to sign “do not recessitate” forms. Look at the statistics, they’re all just being reassigned as a covid death. Keep preachin!!!
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Rob Jackson
My grandmother died Easter Sunday of old age at 109 years old. She was never tested as well. WTAE news in Pittsburgh made the story that she died of Covid 19. I can’t stand this bullshit world we live in anymore either man.
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Wendy Renee
Forced Medical Kidnapping.
40 m  Like

Carol Hood
They want high numbers to make it look bad. Hope your mum is ok. Good to stick to your and her rights.
39 m  Like

Earley Jackson
It's all rigged I believe. Cause a friend took his mom to the hospital for a broken ankle and the doctor told him she died from CoVid 19 and she had no illness going on but broken ankle.
7 m  Like
Yep, a woman posted on here that her mother had passed from kidney failure. The death certificate said Cause of Death COVID-19. She had to argue with them to change the DC to show her actual cause of death.
Nadia's post

needed! Passing every death off as covid!! It’s shocking!! I smell a rat!!!! Xxxxx

View 1 previous reply...

Fiona Bagnall-Snowden

Nadia Louise Jennings

their not even doing post mortems at minute just putting everything down to covid. A friends dad died of lung cancer last week and they've been to but it down as covid on death cert family have gone mad

X

Nadia Louise Jennings

Fiona Bagnall-Snowden
I feel so upset. 2 nurses who were in ITU in Swansea have died today. 3 more still ventilated. All from the same unit. My heart is breaking.

20:55 · 06/04/2020 · Twitter for iPhone

3,182 Retweets 9,569 Likes

Swansea Bay NHS
@SwanseabayNHS

Replying to @traceyz18

This is incorrect. We have not had any nurse deaths in our ITU department and your Tweet is causing anxiety.

Alison Chabloz
My brother was 38 years old, he went to hospital on Tuesday afternoon with slight breathing issue, they didn't let us see him, they said they think he had Covid-19 just by looking at him, they said they couldn't put him on a ventilator as his lungs would blow like a balloon, and that they would just gy him 15lt oxygen, the most they could and was showing no response, which was strange as he went from home with slight breathing issue, they took him to the ward and gave him no treatment at all, not even a paracetamol!! No liquid drip or anything, the following day I spent 6 hours with him, he was talking fine, at 4pm I was told to go home but to keep my phone on. When I left my Brother he was wearing a t shirt and tracksuit, I came home and after just 45 minutes I got a phone call from the hospital saying his condition had deteriatted alot and was end of life!!!! I left him perfectly fine. I rushed to hospital and found his eyes were rolled back, no response, totally unconscious.
covid ward, the ward was probably empty. In his case he was there only minutes and then sent home but became a Covid ‘statistic’ no doubt.

The ward was completely empty in his case.

There’s something wrong going on Definately. I don’t like to say it because I sound crazy but I think they are trying to kill people. My mum would of been a perfect candidate. It scares me to think how many other perfect candidates they’ve had xx.
As part of my investigation, I went back to Good Samaritan Hospital (DT LA) to film inside their ER this time. I was screened before I was allowed in and I was asked if I had a fever or cough and so on. I said NO to all of them. THIS nurse marked down YES to all the questions! I corrected her and she apologized profusely! This NURSE actually thought I wouldn't notice or say something. I mean I caught her on the 4th question as you SEE she scribbles out the wrong answer and then just gets a new paper! She was trying to falsify hospital records! Glad to report to you that what I've been saying and many others as well is TRUE. They are trying HARD to make this film and
Kathleen Mann Yonker
My hospital is flexing staff because we are empty! In order to get money the hospital has to have covid 19 on death certificates. You are right padding the numbers!
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View 1 previous reply...
I get your side but it's rough when my friends' dad who meant so much to me is counted towards something he didn't die from and to not let his family know they put **covid-19** on **death certificate** is bs and you know it is.
Nasreen Shah
It's happening far too often. My friends elderly mother had exactly the same experience. The family moved her to another hospital only to be told the first hospital had rang to warn them a COVID 19 patient was on their way.

Sonia Merchant
no way i am letting my husband go in there if he gets sick his staying home
How many died of other causes, I know for a fact that a friend of mine’s 83 year old grand mother died of a stroke at home and they put on the death certificate COVID-19 cause of death.
Sadie Jane Gill - Ducey

More people speaking out. Any body awake yet when the fuck are we acting 😣😢😢

My daughter is a carer in one of Hull's residential homes. This morning she came home following a night shift absolutely distraught but extremely angry.

She had asked her senior carer 'why have all the residents medications been stopped and why is Mrs X not having her nebulizer to aid her breathing?'

She was informed that ALL medications for ALL residents had been stopped (thrown away or returned to the pharmacy) and ALL residents had been placed on an end of life pathway (if their medical condition deteriorates, they do not receive treatment) by the frailty team as part of public health England guidance during the coronavirus outbreak.

My daughter witnessed one resident struggling to breathe as she would usually be receiving steroids via a nebulizer to open her airway as a result of her respiratory disease. Another resident has had his insulin stopped and will eventually die due to a diabetic coma. Neither of these residents have symptoms or are showing any signs of coronavirus.

Nonetheless, many of these residents are living in a residential home who has had one confirmed case of covid-19 since the outbreak. The majority of the residents are currently well and not showing signs of coronavirus at present.

This is totally unbelievable and would be truthful to state that this falls under acts of euthanasia which is illegal in this country.

If one of my parents was a resident in this home, I would removing them ASAP. I presume that this is probably occurring around Hull. I would like the public to be aware that this is happening on their doorstep. Many of these residents will die due to the withdrawing of their medication which is otherwise prolonging their lives.

God help us.
Catherine Winston

Rachel Freeman i am in ireland and i know of 4 people who were terminally ill but got the virus. The cause of death is the virus. That is totally misleading as they were dying beforehand. The virus knly sped ip the process but it did not cause the deaths. So yes worldwide they are all doing the same thing. As i said wait until this is over and see what our Governments come up up with.
Amanda Leon Radwan
I saw a post from a women working in the morgue stating that if a murder or anything came into the morgue was going to be ruled as COVID19 death
“ICU nurse in Dallas, TX: My hospital has not seen many deaths, but one of the first COVID deaths reported was someone who one day collapsed and later died from a heart attack. Tests confirmed both he and his wife were COVID positive with no symptoms, but it was labeled as a COVID death. We’ll see next year that deaths from heart attacks and cancer will appear to skyrocket next year since anyone that is testing positive for COVID and dies, that is the cause of death, not their heart failure or cancer.”
Viktória Velok
The same here in Hungary, Europe. We have 1800 cases, and the government sent all sick people out from hospitals, to free hundreds of thousands of hospital beds. For who???????????? WTF?????????
I have tons of screenshots from Italian friends whose relatives died for heart attacks, strokes and other health issues, but they were listed as Coronavirus victims.

They doing the same in Brazil, people dying for other reasons have your obituary fulfilled as died for Coronavirus, direct order from governors to increase the number of deaths... Now they doing it young people who died for another reasons increasing the fear for the disease.
"I have a friend whose 95-year-old mother was hospitalized for COVID. On day two of the hospitalization, the patient died of a massive heart attack. Guess what the primary cause of death was listed on the death certificate? If you guessed COVID-19, you win the prize."
Including a friend of mine who died of a heart attack. They put COVID-19 on his death certificate. 😕
My mother-in-law went into hospital end Feb with kidney & heart failure. She passed away just under a week ago. Spoke to Registrars office this morning who tell us that COVID 19 is mentioned on death certificate. SHE WAS NEVER EVER TESTED AND HAD NO SYMPTOMS! The death toll is BS!
In Brazil, death certificate fraud is taking place without control. Anonymous doctors say more than 50% of deaths are being defrauded by Covid-19! Family members go to court!
From personal experience- My aunt was tested 3x times in the hospital for Coronavirus, before being released home. She passed less than a week after that. Her death certificate says cause of death Covid-19. Her funeral was today. No one was allowed attend.
So I’ve had actual confirmation that the numbers of covid-19 deaths are a lot of shit, my beat friends auntie died the other day, she had loads of health problems and was paralysed from the waist down, she died of natural corses, that’s what the ambulance people stated however once the police arrive they informed my friend that they will have to put it down to covid-19 unless a post-mortem is performed where it won’t be due to the way she died at home in inauspicious circumstances, so she’s now be part of the statistics of the total death toll and it wasn’t nothing to do with that! She had no breathing issues or no symptoms!
with the effects of lung cancer... they put her on a ward with Covid19 patients, my mum testing negative for Covid19 when she went in. But she contracted the virus from a lady who was in her bay... my mum passed away from it. Your mum did right discharging herself. I hope she starts to feel a bit better soon and avoids this virus.
Rachel Noi
Disgusting 😨

Janice Roddie
I am feeling the same

Janice Roddie
A lady I know was rushed into hospital 2 days ago with a brain hemorrhage and they put her on the covid ward??

Janice Roddie
This is shocking
My beautiful mum was admitted in hospital 31st March and was told she has the symptoms of Covid19 and her oxygen is very low so she’s on 15L oxygen I used to call everyday and they would say she’s ok she’s settled she’s eating etc Monday I get a call she’s being moved to the Macmillan unit (end of life) where they put patients who they assume don’t have long to live in other words leave them to die!! When I pushed my way in with the NHS staff they let me see my mum she was left on oxygen with no water no food on 24hr Morphine syringe. my mum didn’t have a clue what was going on she was unconscious and on 9.04.20 we lost our beautiful mum. This is the NHS we clapp for !!!

SYRINGE.MY
syringe.my
Hayley Ellen
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Trev Wood

Di has been trying to get Margaret into Rose house all day, she's currently in Tickhill Rd rehab ward after breaking her hip and had to have an operation on it last Tuesday. She was swabbed on the 12th for C19 which came back negative and has been in isolation ever since. Then when Di rang again half an hour ago, they said "because she had tested positive for C-19 last week"......er...hang on a minute, she bloody hasn't!!!!!
System is fooked.
Fuming At Doncaster Hospital. They’ve Just Scared My Mum Half To Death. Shes Got COPD (It’s A Breathing Condition) She’s Been Taken In For Oxygen Because She’s Struggling (This Happens A Few Times A Year). A Consultant Has Just Come & Told Her She’s Tested Positive For Covid-19 - BUT SHES HAD NO TEST. No Swabs, NOTHING. They Are Saying She Had A Community Test A Few Weeks Ago & It’s Come Back Positive - SHE HASNT, SHES NOT BEEN OUT HER HOUSE OR NEAR ANYONE TO GET A TEST. They Are Trying To Tell Her She Has To Go On The Coronavirus Ward - EVEN THOUGH SHE HAS NOT HAD A POSITIVE TEST OR ANY TEST. There’s Not A Prayer On This Earth My Mum Is Going On There Unless She Actually Has A Test Done That Shows Shes Positive. They’ve Terrified My Mum Who’s Already Ill, Scared Another Patient Who’s On Same Ward As Mu Mum & My Mum Said They’d Looked At Her Ill Child’s Picture & Not Her. 
The figures are not correct as every death at the moment is being labelled as Covid 19. A friend of mine mother had a massive stroke and died the following day they said covid 19 on the death certificate.
Emma End Bsl Priestley
I’ve a work friend who has high blood pressure that makes her go funny now and again when she spoke to the doc (explaining the usual symptoms she has had for years) he was adamant she had covid ... not a single one of her symptoms matched covid 19
Saba Iram
Kaiya Henderson omg. My dad was the same. I spoke to him the day before he was full of energy and talking loudly with me on the phone. By evening he was confused and didn’t know where he was. Murdering pricks will get what’s coming to them. Feel so sorry for all these elderly people going through it.

Kaiya Henderson
Its discusting what is happening im seeing so many stories about it
Heather Roberts @HvrRoberts · 4h
@MattHancock I have been told that my mums Covid test is not valid because 1 in 4 fail! How can you let people back to work with a negative result then. My mum tested negative and so I don’t want it on her death certificate! HELP
Can anyone help me out here..my dad died yesterday (my dad had vascular dementia) we can't go see my dad in the chapel of rest because the funeral home have said he died of covid 19 but when we had a meeting with he's doctor on wednesday she said they weren't testing him for it they just think he's got it..so I've rang the care home and they've said no it's a suspected case of it but it's being put on he's death certificate that thats how he died!!! Surely that isn't allowed.. to just guess how someone might of died..im absolutley heartbroken and angry that they would basically lie on legal documents to say how he died!! And to say that's how he's died when they aren't 100% sure I think is disgusting..now we can't go see my dad because of how he "so called" died!! Does anyone know what I can do here..or if there is anything I can do??

??????? You and 244 others 223 comments

???? Sad

Amber Rose

I know someone who died and they just didn't wake up, they put their...
Tracie Dianne
I’m a nurse in the southeast... we have shut down some free standing ER’s because business is low!! This is efing hoax! All of it!
A man brought into hospital with chest pain. Now Covid-19 test is must in many hospitals in UK. They tested him, and surprisingly his test was positive. Then he later died of heart attack. But on his death certificate he died of COVID-19, not heart attack. Why??
I have been told a friend of a friend died of heart problems nothing to do with COVID-19 but on death certificate were put COVID-19. Why they lieing.
Manny Anna Perez

I think it’s all lies the states are forcing hospitals to make this out of control. My wife lost her grandma during this crazy lockdown. She died of heart failure and the hospital later called and made it a COVID-19. We were like hell no. We called the hospital and had them retract it because she had no symptoms of this virus. It’s all a big scam.
My Sister Has Put A Detailed Status Up Of What Happened/Happening To My Mum Which I Have Shared On My Timeline Because She Can Explain It Better Than Me.

Omiad Ali
Event if you have normal flue symptoms. Doctors or hospitals treat you as you have Corona virus. Without getting any test. Wrong!

Sharon Housley
how can they
New York 20yr army nurse, at a hospital 4 years. Had three deaths the week due to bronchitis and pneumonia. Next morning came in and saw death certificates changed to corona.

How accurate are the numbers???
Is this messed up???
Yesterday when signing the forms pronouncing my Dad's death, I told them under no circumstances do I want my Dad's death used in the covid-19 body count because he died of long-term terminal lung cancer that had spread throughout his body with absolutely no signs or symptoms at all of being sick of until the day he died. He did not have the coronavirus or covid-19. However, I was then told that for the mere fact that he hadn't been tested they would HAVE TO list his death as a possible victim of the coronavirus. This to me says that they most definitely are inflating counts in some way. This is upsetting to say the least.
Flu deaths being recorded as covid. My aunt tested positive for influenza A in Feb. She was 84 with cancer. She died three days later. Death certificate cane saying covid. Covid being used for anyone who had a stomach ache.
And you’re missing my point anyway. I heard today from my best friend that although her clients mother tested negative, when she died, they marked her death as Covid-19 on the death certificate. This is happening everywhere! The lies are insane!
My daughters friends Mum just died from Lung Cancer :( Covid-19 is going on the death certificate with no test done she is livid! She is fighting this...Whats going on?
Please share: My aunt was admitted...

Stacie Peaa
31 mins  

Please share:

My aunt was admitted to St heliers hospital 2 days ago for an infection, she has a complicated health history and this was just another infection, she's had many many before and it's usually sorted with some IV antibiotics. She was taken directly into a coronavirus ward & placed on there. We panicked and said she is immune compromised, why would you put her there? They said to us "she has the virus" - despite not testing her or her showing any signs of the virus!. We asked for a coronavirus test to confirm what they're saying, it came back negative but they have told us even tho she tests negative, it isn't correct because the tests aren't accurate and she "definitely has corona". They've now refused to give her any antibiotics or treatment and said she is end of life. This is somebody who went into hospital for a course of antibiotics which she desperately needed, they're now saying sorry it's definitely corona which we can't treat because she's "so unwell", so instead we'll give her lots of sedation to keep her comfortable. When she dies they'll put coronavirus as her cause of death, despite there being NO evidence of this. Something really isn't adding up, I've heard of this happening to people but until it happens close to you it doesn't feel real 😢
This is shocking!!! Be aware lovelies. I know a case where a lady got put on this Covid-19 ward as they thought she had it. She didn't but by being put on the ward she contracted it. Please stay safe xxx
Michelle Martinez
Have a friend who's uncle died from diabetes but was recorded as Covid. It's BS
Hospitals are receiving kickback money for the ventilators day order. You don’t put somebody who has fluid in their lungs on a ventilator because their lungs will burst and they will die. This is why people are dying on ventilators in hospitals.
Local man's mother just died of heart attack. He has received death certificate which states covid 19.

He contacted NHS they said they know it was heart attack but their bosses have told them to put covid 19 on all certs to put pressure on government. I can believe this !!!!!
Uncle died of a head injury and they put Covid-19 on his death certificate. Complete lie!!
Grandma died of congestive heart failure but death certificate has Covid. Daughter fought with state and had to pay extra for correction. EMP looking for sick time off used Tel-a-doc who w/o test said it was Covid. Two ins codes, tested and best guess for Covid. Bad math!
My friend’s Uncle passed away at home this week of old age but the Dr put Covid 19 on the death certificate and now get this, the funeral home is charging double the price for the cremation because of it.
Vet buddy of mine just died. Car fell on him in his garage. Succumbed to injuries. His wife is RIGHT NOW fighting medical examiners that labeled his death as covid19 related. True story. Putnam County.
Rosa Fuega thank you! My neighbor is an ER nurse and has barely seen a patient!! She watches Netflix during her shift.

I’m a nurse - times 25 years, and I say the cure is worse than the disease. This country needs to go back to work. This is a media created hysteria, nothing more.
My mother in law went to st Joseph for a fever and shortness of breathe. She was POSITIVE for corona BUT they put her in a medical induce coma FOR WHAT ???? Nobody knows ... they tried to shove a tube down her throat and her heart stopped. It’s their fault but guess what they got on her death certificate COVID19 that was NOT her cause of death St. Joseph's Regional Medical Center y’all killing ppl & it’s fucking sad. I’m calling the news station I’m calling everybody .... y’all murdered her. PERIOD! I need y’all to help me share this I know there are other families dealing with this.

Sad 😥😭 402

112 comments
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Philip Duguay
Put share fuck if you wwnt shared
We are in Rotherham love, my mother in law is 88 years with copd! She has been house bound for last 7 wks, in isolation, then her breathing became bad and ambulance were called on 999..they said its Corona virus and if she goes in hosp she wont come out...ambulance arrived in full gear, and said is she on the no resus!! Wtf...as
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I Don't Want To Hear From This Person
How has the public reacted?

Italians Rally in Coronavirus Lockdown

We’re tracking the latest on the coronavirus outbreak and the global response. Sign up here for our daily newsletter on what you need to know.

More than 99% of Italy’s coronavirus fatalities were people who suffered from previous medical conditions, according to a study by the country’s national health authority.

After deaths from the virus reached more than 2,500, with a 150% increase in the past week, health authorities have been combing through data to provide clues to help combat the spread of the disease.
My mother-in-law died in a care home. Nobody there either carers or other patients had any symptoms. She was diagnosed as chest infection. She had no respiratory issues the day before or morning of her death. Yet the death certificate said suspected covid. Yet she wasn't tested and
They are seriously lying about this damn virus. I saw my grandmother’s death certificate & she passed of walking pneumonia & heart failure. It was ruled as #coronavirus My mother’s friend died of an overdose last night. The hospital said it was COVID 😂😂 Now yall lying
To be more specific, one story I read was that a woman's mother died in hospice due to complications from cancer. Pneumonia had set in which led to her death. The daughter received the death certificate a few days later and stated COVID-19 as the cause of death. It was a lie.
Thats funny cause my cousin wrkin In ER as nurse, just saw death certificate for a GUNSHOT WOUND TO THE FACE that was classified as a Covid death...

Jus sayin...
I had a relative pass away 2 weeks ago. He had terminal cancer. Guess what's on his death certificate?? Yip covid
T.J. Burkhart
Want to know how bad the COVID 19 is around me? Well most hospital workers are getting hours cut from 40 hrs a week to 8 hrs a week to help cut cost. There is no elective surgeries now, and not enough patients.

Crystal Coulson
T.J. Burkhart true story here in Palm Beach County. My sister is cut hours and hospitals have no business.
Today was the first time I've seen my nan since she went into Queens 5 weeks ago for a fall. Before she entered queen's she could walk aided I might add) look after herself, toilet on her own and be very responsive. Since being in queens she caught pneumonia after 10 days and then subsequently caught COVID-19. Initially she had a cap film (forgive my spelling) then pads. When I visited her today, masked and gloved in her home, to take her tissues as her nose was streaming down her face, she was a shadow of the person she was before she went in. Lost weight, drugged up to her eyeballs, gurning, can't walk, incontinent, and unable to lift her head. I'm 42 and I absolutely cried my eyes out. Why didn't my nan leave hospital like those seen on tv, cheering, clapping and in good health.

😭😭😭

1 Comment
More Bullshit again
I knew some one who was rushed in hospital with suspect Heart issues, and passed away in hospital. On the death certificate, it got COVID-19 propaganda. It's happening all across the world. There are many thousands of deaths, being unreported, in nursing home.
Isaac Williams
My mother works at a retirement home found out about this a month ago when she told me someone she knew as a patient that was already sick that died that it was blamed on covid 19. She didn't get it cause the lady never left her room!!!
Jillian Rensing
Jennifer Combs Allen so you’re what? A dialysis nurse? And you’ve seen it done? Seen what, exactly? The death certificate? Any proof of any of this?

13 h   Like   Reply

Jennifer Combs Allen
Jillian Rensing per cdc order any death has be listed as covid 19 on death certificates all funeral homes are ordered to do the same. Yes we have patients that die who are on dialysis. Families cannot view bodies and they Are cremated.

12 h   Like   Reply

Jennifer Combs Allen
Jillian Rensing research yourself before you go attacking someone who is just passing on information.
I know a lady whose relative died of a heart attack but Covid 19 was the reason on the death certificate. Another one who had stage 4 cancer and was on their death bed that was also supposedly died of the virus. There's no telling what the true numbers are. We'll never know.
Jon's post

Brian-Paul Cromby
Royal Liverpool Hospital sent an ambulance for my cousins wife at 9 this morning. She suffers with COPD and didn't feel well at all this morning. He called up to check on her at 10 this morning and they had informed that she'd died. He totally freaked out as you can imagine so he went straight to hospital only to find her alive on the ward 🙄. He kicked off and demanded answers. They said "oh no we didn't mean she was dead but she's going to in a couple of hours because we've out her on morphine and she's going to die. I last heard at around 11pm tonight she's still alive but we have no idea what the fuck is going on and why this has happened it why
My friend died last Tuesday of a busted ulcer and the hospital told his family that day of cause of death, next day Wednesday, they changed it to covid.
That is interesting. Someone told me they were asked by dr if they could put covid on death certificate but it wasn't a covid death.
Nacola Falaunna

Lou Henrei they did my mom the same way... she still in the hospital she had a bladder infection four hours later ... oooo she got double pneumonia..cov-19...I said like hell , I reached out to a few state officials here like magic from about to to die alone to now she is magically doing better... this is crazy how they preying on the old...
Susan Burke Rose

My brother was told he had “The virus”, yet he as not actually tested. My good friend works at a nursing home and has been told all deaths are to be processed as “The Virus” yet they have not had a positive test, nor have they tested any of them.
Debbie Lewis
My uncle is in hospital having bowel cancer, & he's developed a temp & was vomiting, & had fluid on the lungs. They transferred him to the covid 19 ward even tho the day b4 he tested negative 😞😞😞😞 he's had another test yest gt to wait for the results now! xx

30 m  Like

Natalie S Jones
It seems to be happening everywhere atm. How many of the wards in hospitals now are
Your lucky she got out dey killed my mom of done same fng to her she only went in wiv ballisters killed her saying had cov 19

Don't make dat mistake again trust me for yours and moms sake x take care

I Don't Want to Hear from Ahmed
My grandma died last week. We all thought she had COVID but luckily she tested negative. She was sent home and she died two days later. Her death certificate states she died from COVID. Her doctor told us before she was sent home it was likely a pneumonia case and now they told us she did have COVID after she died!!! It’s so confusing.

I suspect a massive drop in reported influenza cases this year. How many folks are dying from influenza and not CV?
Have just watched a burial online. Mate's father died on Tuesday. No church service - straight to the grave for a few prayers with a handful of people. The doc wrote 'coronavirus' on the death certificate, without testing. So he'll be in the statistics, when they don't know!
I know of one case where an elderly died for a cause other than *covid*-19 but in the death certificate the cause was mistakenly stated as *covid*-19. When the family enquired, they were told they could not go through the process of correcting the "mistake," a little suspicious...
True story. During a recent consultation with patient it’s revealed his mother of 88 passed away after stay in ICU. **Death certificate** stated cause of death: **COVID-19**. Patient tells me that’s first he knew of **COVID** diagnosis, was told mom admitted with congestive heart failure.
From another RN friend on the front lines.

What the hell is going on in New York City?!

Hi Meghan. That video you shared. She kept rambling. I understand that they probably didn’t clean the floor, I can guarantee they didn’t. But I’m on a covid ICU floor. Patients are dying. Vents are killing them. I’ve never seen anything like it. I work with residents who have no idea what the hell they are doing. I have to get out of nursing! I’m over it.
Hi I know I don’t know you but I’ve just seen your status on Facebook about your poor mum that someone had shared and just needed to tell you the same thing happened to my mum in Warrington but with a different outcome. I couldn’t write on your status because there was no comment bar so hope you dont mind me messaging you.
mum would have felt safe allowing herself to be admitted to a covid ward to be infected and die.

That’s my point too! I’d rather people know that these ‘mistakes’ can happen then not being aware then dying! People need to cautious xx

As you and I know, this wasn’t a mistake, although like in another post I read from a young guy who was taken in with a burst stomach ulcer, and taken briefly to the covid ward, the ward was
Cat Williamson
I have "family" in the front lines as well, that say, YES, there is a virus, and YES it is nasty, but THE NUMBERS are being grossly exaggerated.

Jillian Rensing
Cat Williamson let me guess, it either is not your close "family" or they do not work in a big city?...

Cat Williamson
Incorrect :: A sister in law here in Dallas, a first cousin / physician in Austin, and his little sister, also a nurse in Austin. Last time I checked those categories ARE "close family" and both Dallas AND Austin are considered "big cities". 😳
Karin Johnson

Peter Graves your name...

Valerie Heisey-Beard

My brother just told me the same thing. A friend died of a heart attack and the death certificate said Covid. They demanded that it got changed and were told they couldn't.

Cheryl Sefedinoski

This is wrong and the government need to answer questions about this and other things that have been
My friend told me, her friends parent, 94 Died of a heart attack. When she went to pick up death certificate it said COVID 19. She told them her parent didn’t have the virus and the person was told to mark all death Covid 19. This is no lie. People who has died from something else during this time is being listed Covid 19. You all need to check. More deaths from Covid 19 more grant money. 😞😞😞😞😞😞

Cheryl Robertson McGhee
Yup
My friends cousin was kicked in the head by her young horse accidentally Sadly she di... See more

Write a comment...
How many died of other causes, I know for a fact that a friend of mine ‘s 83 year old grand mother died of a stroke at home and they put on the death certificate COVID-19 cause of death.
Rob Hanson
I think this is the case everywhere, a hospital in Wayne county Michigan just closed it's doors and that's in a "hotspot".

Barbara De La Riva
T.J. Burkhart yup no patients even in the ER and hallways empty...being sent home early, losing hours and have no PTO so I’m screwed and can’t get any help since I’m still working 😞

Marnie Sanders Childress
T.J. Burkhart true, our local hospital system has furloughed 1300 employees, and those left working are rotating being on call. Skeleton crew is now the norm.
Jordann McAra
This has happened to someone's friends Ino..

A mother was took into hospital (has 3 teenagers) .. she has problems with her lungs due to smoking .. she went in and was told she had hours to live, she made it then they said she had certain hours to improve or their turning machine off .. she improved !!

They tested her for Covid-19 it was negative !!

She died unexpectedly and her death certificate says Covid-19

It's sickening and it's wrong she never had it but her kids never got to say goodbye, she never got to reassure her children they would be ok..

I'm so upset with the ppl in the world right now make me sick !! 💔😔
Tamara Leal

I read an email from a person whom lost a family member to a heart attack was FORCED to agree to accept a death certificate that said their family member died of C-19 instead of what they really died of. WTF is the point to that???!?
Amanda Vincent
37 mins · 🤧

Write a reply...

Karen Mckay Aitchison
This is getting worse everyday murdering bastards x
17 m  Like  Reply

Mandy Brown
Oh my god! This is shocking! I know of one elderly gentleman who has passed away with heart disease & NEVER been tested yet they are putting covid 19 on the death certificate!! The family are trying to fight it but it's not working. This is a disgrace!
10 m  Like  Reply
MY AUNT DIED 5 DAYS AGO FROM A LEAKY HEART VALVE AND SHE HAD NO COVID BUT ON DEATH CERTIFICATE THAT PUT HER UNDER COVID CATEGORY.... ALL OF YOU SHEEP ARE BEING LIED TO
It's everywhere, ask why?

Scott C Wilts
Yesterday at 18:40

So my grandad sadly passed away. Had 1 covid negative test a month ago. And the test he had the day he went into hospital and died also came back negative which we were told after he had passed. But because he had symptoms his death is being marked as a covid death. So 2 negative tests. But because his COPD symptoms are covid symptoms he will be marked as a covid death. So now he can't have a proper funeral. Do not believe the numbers they are fucking liars. He didn't have covid. Both his tests were negative but yeah mark it as a covid death due to the fact his symptoms of COPD and covid are the same. #manufacturednumbers
My 94-year-old neighbour was taken into hospital and given a diagnosis of covert19. She was put on the ward and her daughter very much doubted it and told them so as this lady is prone to pneumonia anyway. She was not tested. She was on that ward for one week then released onto a rehabilitation ward. Her daughter is still not convinced she ever had the virus. This is in Durham.
My mother-in-law had massive heart attack and stroke last weekend went into hospital eventually contracted covid-19 death certificate yep you guessed it covid!!
Man attacked by shark in the Philippines dies of blood loss, COVID-19. Put on his death certificate!
Same with my brother he went in with a water infection he never ever went out anywhere a week later they said they tested him for covid 19 they said he tested positive for covid and now he has been put on a covid ward he has c.o.p.d they said he has still shown no symptoms so now reading this status has scared us as a family because we realized he was put in a covid bay at Northern general
I'm going to present a couple of facts and let you draw your own conclusions. Last week I spoke with a hospice worker in another state who told me that he has been under pressure to classify every death as due to the coronavirus. He was angry. I let that go until today when I got a message from someone I've known for many years. She lost her father a few days ago to cancer, but it was classified as a corona death. He didn't have the virus. She was angry too. Now so am I.

ADDED LATER: I'm getting firsthand reports from nurses in other states that they are indeed being pressured to list deaths as corona deaths when in fact the cause was heart attack or some other factor. The numbers are being padded. I knew from the start in my prophetic "gut" that something was very wrong in all this and now facts are beginning to leak out.
So sorry for this horrible experience. We must continue to expose this fraud. This was sent to me by a friend: “So my detailer was in hospital for an obstructed bowel. Had crohns all his life. They stuck him in the corona ward in robina as a corona patient. He and everyone in his family tested negative to corona and they kept him in there as a corona patient. His wife walked around and spoke to the others in the ward... everyone went into hospital for something else but was put in the corona ward and listed as a corona patient. The numbers are not what they are made up
The new study could provide insight into why Italy’s death rate, at about 8% of total infected people, is higher than in other countries.

The Rome-based institute has examined medical records of about 18% of the country’s coronavirus fatalities, finding that just three victims, or 0.8% of the total, had no previous pathology. Almost half of the victims suffered from at least three prior illnesses and about a fourth had either one or two previous conditions.

More than 75% had high blood pressure, about 35% had diabetes and a third suffered from heart disease.

**Threat to the Elderly**
The median age of the infected is 63 but most of those who die are older.
Good morning, sorry to message. I've seen your status that has been shared by many! Doncaster hospital sounds very similar to Pilgrim hospital in Boston, Lincs. My mum went in with the effects of lung cancer... they put her on a ward with Covid19 patients, my mum testing negative for Covid19 when she went in. But she...
One funeral parlour owner that a friend of mine knows said that they haven't had a body in the past 3 weeks that hasn't had COVID-19 on the death certificate. Every cloud I guess, maybe the virus is stopping deaths from other causes.
The man in Batavia who just died from Covid 19 was on dialysis waiting for a kidney transplant. That is the truth! He had a severe pre-existing illness.

Fundraiser established for man displaced by damage done in police standoff on ...

Dec 12, 2019 · David Zanghi, a 66-year-old dialysis patient awaiting a kidney transplant, lived in the downstairs apartment at 209 Liberty...
Yes agree. I have a friend who lost their mother in law last week. She has been ill for a long time, dementia and pneumonia and after she passed they saw COVID on the death certificate as she had some of the symptoms. They are currently contesting as they don’t want it on there.
I'm not locked down. I live in China!

16 h Like Reply

I didn't know you were over there. Glad they lifted lockdown for you guys.

16 h Like Reply

No lockdown in this part of China. There never was really.

16 h Wow Reply
Bloomberg reports that postmortem studies of the overwhelming vast majority of COVID-19 fatalities in Italy shows like those that commonly die of similarly compounding complications of the common flu like the respiratory system distress from pneumonia, the victims that had all supposedly died from COVID-19 had passed away had pre-existing conditions.

99% of Those Who Died From Virus Had Other Illness, Italy Says
Daniel Summy @goldstandardbiz · Apr 15

Replying to @kkcabbage and @wsbtv

I have a friend that had a family member pass away. They put Covid-19 as cause of death on his death certificate. He didn't even have the Coronavirus. They confronted them about it. They were told they have to report a certain number of Covid deaths and they weren't changing it.
Here we go...the truths coming out...iv read loads of people saying this...no official figures just saying every1 who dies of long term illness its covid19
Dragana Pejovic
The same thing happened in Italy. They were saying numbers of deaths from Corona virus to the world and that start pandemia and carantena. Thex said after that they were counting every death, even from cancer, anything. What started pandemia and this economic destroy of small people. Wake up people!
my aunt died last week she had cancer for about 3 months, and sadly pass away, but on the death certificate she died of coronavirus, when my cousin told the doctor this this is bullshit, the doctor replied we are just following Government guide lines my cousin was so angry.
I just read a comment by a lady on one of my YouTube channels who said her father had just died of cancer and the death certificate had cause of death as Coronavirus. She asked about it and was told that they’re required to do that. Deep State is running a huge scam on us.
I read a FB post today. A young lady claimed her cousin died from heart issues. They put *covid* on his *death certificate*. She claims he was never tested.
Hi Camilla, I don't usually contact random people but I've just read your story and it's very close to mine.

My mother in law has copd and needed hospital treatment because it got bad. When she went into the majors ward she was told she had covid-19 even without testing her. They moved her to a
I just received this notice sent from the State of Medical Board of Ohio to doctors:

"Guidance for Reporting COVID-19 on Ohio Certificate of Death: Coronavirus Disease 2019 or COVID-19 should be reported on the death certificate for all decedents where the disease caused or is assumed to have caused or contributed to death." Now how are we supposed to gather accurate statistics when we are making assumptions as to the cause of death.

image that!

Dr. Terry Tillaart PhD PEDIATRICIAN BELOW..... Can you STILL not see the scam at play!?!!!? Since this was a GLOBAL PLAN-DEMIEC you really think this game isn't being played in Italy?

I have Ocean front property in Nebraska I'd love to sell you if you still can't see it in plain sight.
And you’re missing my point anyway. I heard today from my best friend that although her clients’ mother tested negative, when she died, they marked her death as Covid-19 on the death certificate. This is happening everywhere! The lies are insane!
I'm a nurse in Manchester. I don't clap and I certainly don't dance. We've abandoned the elderly - any sign of being unwell and we slap a DNACPR on them and help them to die 'comfortably'. I'm ashamed of GPs and of my Trust. It's the quietest I've been in years.
Steve Poole
My wife’s a self employed carer one of her client of 16 years passed away early hours of this morning in a rest home. Now we know for a fact sadly he had just given up on life and not happy in the rest home so he just refused food etc. No way is it Coronavirus....watch this space!!

1d Like Reply

View 1 previous reply...

Jess Michie Steve Poole...

Tracey Bradley
Just to add GPs are ringing their patients and asking them about having DNR put on their notes. They are also asking for next of kin and who they are insured with. If they have a DNR they will be refused a trip to hospital. My cousin is a GP in Sheffield and this is happening there.

1d Like Reply
Rowen Karsten: that they are just had a family member pass away an they past away from heart problems an a stroke an the death certificate is saying on cause of death was COVID-19 an that wasnt why they past away....

Rowen Karsten: Wait, you just had a family member die of stroke, and the doctors said cause of death was covid? Can you repeat that please?

Kim Tipton: Rowen Karsten yes.... and when ask the doctor how come they put that they said they just assumed that you had it whether you was tested or not
A friend of mine lost her father. He had many previous health conditions and had been sick for a long time. There were no symptoms of Covid19. However, because he died during this time, they wouldn’t ALLOW anything other than Covid19 to go on his death certificate.

Let that sink in.

Any one else having trouble logging in to their Santander online accounts?
Catherine Sarah Pearce
They told my boyfriends brothers bird, who is heavily pregnant with twins she was covid-19 positive and they didnt test her either 😞 😞 😞 they wanted too keep her on the wards but she was lucky enough to discharge herself! She only went in for a last check up 😐 😨 they are faking the death rate 1000%! Xx
A read that A daughter went to get her dad’s death certificate and it said “covid.” She said he had COPD and that should be listed. Makes you wonder how many there are.
Coronavirus Ward, Accidentally Tell Her TWICE Shes Tested Positive For The Virus When She HASNT, And Then Accidentally Refuse Her Vital Medication If She Leaves. There's Something Seriously Wrong Happening Here!
I have a friend who's husband was dx'd with end stage cancer. Sent home on hospice to die surrounded by friends and family. His death certificate says he died from COVID19. So you're incorrect. They are saying anyone who dies right now is dying because of covid.
Jon's post

informed that she'd died. He totally freaked out as you can imagine so he went straight to hospital only to find her alive on the ward 🙁 He kicked off and demanded answers. They said "oh no we didn't mean she was dead but she's going to in a couple of hours because we've out her on morphine and she's going to die. I last heard at around 11pm tonight she's still alive but we have no idea what the fuck is going on and why this has happened it why they said that on the phone. The family have been so upset today its just crazy and wrong. It's hard to believe this is going on but it is and it needs blowing wife open. I'm going to make sure it is
Those FB messages are desperate. But it is what is happening. The hospitals seem to have become a one trick pony. The Gov has to ensure the figures are inflated to justify driving the country into the ground. So anyone going into hospital now will be given the COVID label. Also a new NHS campaign starts next week to encourage people back to A&E because these departments are empty as people are preferring to suffer at home then go into hospital. They fear being labelled with COVID! Or indeed catching it as everyone is so fearful.
This is my friend who's uncle has autism, bloody awful x

Just to let everyone no nurseing home called. Then paramedics trying to convince me to leave Charlie in the nurseing home. His blood pressure is dropping and bleeding hemorrhage. Can't see him there saying covid. He is on his way to hospital. Hey kept telling me he is a dnr. They did that not me. I love you Charlie ❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️ they have said he had no chance survival
@MattHancock Please can you speak to Northwick Park so I can give my mum a funeral! I am not having Covid on death certificate if she tested negative! Why am I unable to grieve dealing with all this stress on top 😥😭
she does have a point I must admit, especially when one reads that an elderly Mother had a heart attack & died & her death certificate read: ....Death from covid-19......hmmm
Slie Africa @SlieAfrica · 17h
1:26s mark...

"I received an email last week from the department of health coaching me on how to fill death certificates... I feel they were saying you don't have to have a confirmed laboratory test for COVID-19 in order to make the death certificate COVID-19"

Source below:
Karen Anniss Fleet
Disgusting doesn't even part cover it

Dave Hardy
Karen Anniss Fleet its absolutely disgusting, I personally know of 3 people that have died in the past 3 weeks from 1 heart condition and 2 from copd. All 3 were put down as coronavirus

Karen Anniss Fleet
Dave Hardy not some, it's all. No post mortems being done and everyone classed as Covid, even if the cause is unknown.
This is shocking!!! Be aware lovelies. I know a case where a lady got put on this Covid-19 ward as they thought she had it. She didn't but by being put on the ward she contracted it. Please stay safe xxx
Lisa June Edwards

Hosp she wont come out...ambulance arrived in full gear, and said is she on the no resus !! Wtf...as it happens her oxygen level were good, or she would have been took into Rotherham on a dirty ward! Is the word for she wont come out cos she will get corona...they are saying everything is corona, even if they arnt 😥😥
So I have a friend, whose dad died of lung cancer, and the death certificate listed it as lung cancer and possible COVID-19 Related, and the man was never tested. They are padding numbers. Anyone that dies right now is also getting covid-19 ADDED to their death certs.
plz take this further and keep your mum safe
a old man had copd and cancer he got admit and died week later it was in paper he died of covid he never x they are doing this whole thing do they can bring a vaccine out in 12 months time another deadly vaccine 2 kill more and more people off its sick stay safe n never trust the hospital n stay
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I Don't Want To Hear From This Person
Some people on here would have read on my own Facebook feed about my youngest brother dying suddenly this morning. I'm not looking for any sympathy I am letting you know how I now believe these Coronavirus figures are falsified. The police had to come to the house this morning because he died at home and had to rule out foul play and then told myself and my sister that it's up to his doctor and the coroner if a post mortem was necessary, the doctor rang my sister around 5pm saying if he could put his death down to Coronavirus to make things simpler for us which I find totally disgusting and very upsetting for my sister then she told him straight that it's her/our rights to find the cause of it, it was only a few days ago the nurse came to take his blood which came back satisfactory, I now believe the gullible are falling for these death figures as now proven, but not all cases are the same.
My friends pops passed from cancer (been fighting it for about 4 years), tried to report it as "covid-19" on the death certificate.
Maryjane Obrien

the same hospital and there refusing to let her out and refusing to let us in to get her out she only went in with confusion as she is getting old! And now there refusing to let her out! X

& my mum has also said on the phone they have tried to put her with patients that’s dying from this virus!

I Don't Want to Hear from Maryjane
Rosa Fuega
As nurse I would not “dare” to support opening up the economy. Tired of political correctness. What about people who need to work? Unemployment can only help so much for them. Kids need to be in school. Hospitals are sitting empty and are making cuts left and right. Is anybody talking about that? Our town only has one covid patient in our local hospitals. The media has freaked out many hypochondriacs and turned many into one.
Kaiya Henderson
My friends father in law went in with vomiting he was 83 was told he tested positive went in on a friday on tuesday family was called and told he was doing good wednesday family was told he was taken off oxygen and how they couldnt keep him still how active he was family got a call thursday to say he was end of life wouldnt let his son in to him at first finally his nephew got to be with him and he passed away thursday evening family was told he was being given morphine for the pain..
It includes my good friends' mother who died of a heart attack yet the Death Certificate read COVID 19. To be guest of his knowledge, she was never even tested.
Kidney care nurse here, I can vouch for this. I’ve seen it done, all deaths except fatal shootings or fatal car wrecks are listed as Covid19 deaths.
I’ve heard people say that’s what’s being done. One lady say her mother had been in hospital for a number of months for an unrelated reason. She died and her death certificate said covid 19.
Anita Starling

Someone we know very well has terminal cancer; they put her in a corona ward. She was in got antibiotics. She has a tube; she can’t swallow. The family all kicked off; she was left with no fluids, no meds. In the end, the daughter went home and got the meds administered to her herself. They sorted her out. I think it was after. A few days when the media was alerted. Is this what the world is coming to? The advice is: get attorney for your loved ones if they go into hospital. The doctors decide you and your loved ones have no options.

Write a comment...
Robert Hawkins

I'm trying to bite my tongue as much as possible but this is going on everywhere at the moment. My wife and a lot of friends work on the frontline for the NHS. I would hate to think that some kind of sinister agenda is behind all this but it isn't looking good at all given the evidence. The tests for COVID-19 are unreliable in their current form so how can they possibly diagnose cases accurately. All of these events need sharing far and wide so we can expose the truth about what is really going on here.
What ward was your mum on if you don’t mind me asking as my mothers in the same hospital and there refusing to let her out and refusing to let us in to get her out she only went in with confusion as she is getting old! And now there refusing to let her out! X

& my mum has also said on the phone they have
Omg this is so frightening.. what the hell is going on. I have heard of so many people being told they have COVID 19 without being tested and also people dying of ongoing illness but having COVID 19 put on their death certificates.

Sending lots of love and hugs to your mum 💞💞💞

Ryan Mc Shane
A friend of mine said someone close to him family member died of other causes not related to Covid-19 recently, and that the hospital put Covid-19 on the death certificate as cause of death. When the family tried to dispute that and have the hospital take it off, a man in ...
Oh man ... I’ve seen it here in Texas ... a guy died in a car accident ACCIDENTAL CAR ACCIDENT.. and on death certificate says COVID 19!!!
Afton Brown chest CT positive diagnosis. Come in with mild shortness of breath, no fever, some with abdominal pain. Within 24hrs they are being intubated and put on ventilators. It happens fast. Prognosis is poor.

Jennifer Lauer Moore
With HIPPA rules, I can't get more specific than that.
T.J. Burkhart
A infant died in Louisiana of SIDS doctor said, but hospital marked it as COVID 19 to get money from government

Crystal Leeann
The baby was born at 22 weeks the mom had COVID 19 so they assumed the baby did to but when test came back baby was negative died from being premature not sids
Josh's post

Iuunlu one u u lvnxu punulu. and everyone in his family tested negative to corona and they kept him in there as a corona patient. His wife walked around and spoke to the others in the ward... everyone went into hospital for something else but was put in the corona ward and listed as a corona patient. The numbers are not what they are made up to be. He was so disturbed by it all he checked himself out. The people that have been talking about it have been labeled conspiracy theorists, He started making a fuss, causing a disturbance so they moved him into isolation. Then he checked himself out.”
Someone i directly know had his grandmother die. She was marked as a covid death even though covid was completely unrelated.
So my grandad sadly passed away. Had 1 covid negative test a month ago. And the test he had the day he went into hospital and died also come back negative which we were told after he had passed. But because he had symptoms his death is being marked as a covid death. So 2 negative tests. But because his copd symptoms are covid symptoms he will be marked as a covid death. So now he can't have a proper funeral. Do not believe the numbers they are fucking liars. He didn't have covid. Both his tests were negative but yeah mark it as a covid death due to the fact his symptoms of COPD and covid are the same.

#manufacturednumbers

UPDATE...... As of this morning after a few phone calls including to the medical examiner. They have now stated covid is going to be removed from his death certificate so he can have a somewhat normal funeral at least. I questioned why it was being removed. It was due to the facts I had put to them regarding his death........when I put it to them that the only reason he was marked as covid was because it was easier and less time consuming due to the fact his copd symptoms match covid symptoms they could only apologise for the oversight. If you have loved ones who die in hospital and you are told its covid and you have any feeling it is other causes etc. Fight it. Its the difference between a send off with family or a
The exact same thing happened to us in Birmingham. I lost mum whilst she was on 15 litres of oxygen but was stable. They said they won’t save her due to kidney transplant and won’t offer a ventilator but they kept injecting her with morphine. She passed away within a day. 💔 Told me verbally it’s COVID-19 and that became the cause of death on certificate 😢😢😢

Sajed Mahmood

Sarwat Azam, morphine is a silent killer. I’ve been told!
been saying this and I know if stories and people I know telling me they've had a family member experience the same or know someone that has where they are putting people on covid wards but like I've been saying from day one how can they know when there is no test and then one your on that ward they're putting people into comas they tried to do same with my cousins dad....

I'm telling you there's something really dodgy going on with the nhs as the minute, people saying hospital look empty, you got nurses and Drs doing Tik Tik videos and it's all a spit of the 2012 Olympic opening ceremony 😮
A friend told me he has a friend that works in the ER and two patients died of bronchitis one night, when he came in the next day the death certificate changed to death by COVID-19. Something's not right.
Jade Marshall-unwin

Seen this a few times now mum I think there basically classing most deaths as covid when not really knowing if it is because a women got tested twice it came back she didn't have it doed and they still classed it as covid so her family couldnt even be there and have a funeral for her bless them its mad I'm really unsure about all this still being safe and hygienic x

Karen Broadhurst Whitehead

It's awful jade x
Leah-Marie Stephens

I know 2 people- one died of a pulmonary embolism and the other old age- the death certificates said covid 19. Absolutely gob smacked me as it just wasnt true! It is being chased up at the minute.
Kris Jones

Ive been working part time at a funeral home since march 12th and every death has been certified as covid 19. Which means in a month nobody has died of anything else no heart attacks no cancer. Nothing so if the figures are to be believed covid 19 has cured cancer and stopped heart attacks. We had a guy we all knew died from a stroke but marked as covid. No postmortemms are being carried out.
I don't want to worry you any more than what you've already been through. I've just lost a very good friend, 52 years old. She was, funeral was yesterday. C.O.P.D too. She was okay just like your mum. They tested her, she was clear, but gave her antibiotics and kept her in isolation, 7 days later sent her home, two days later, dead. Etc... it ain't funny.
Holley Davis > Arnica (SECRET group) - Parents' Support Network

10 m Like Reply

Write a reply...

Marina Morrissey
So sorry Holley Davis. That sounds awful. Sending your family love and strength xx

29 m Like Reply

Kate Wren
I'm so sorry

22 m Like Reply

Amanda Kentfield
I can understand where they are coming from as my sister's friend her elderly neighbour who she's been doing shopping for, her husband died of a heart attack in the garden while mowing the lawn and the cause of death as stated on his death certificate is covid 19!

She's trying to get them to change it but they are refusing to.

He had absolutely no symptom. He did suffer from angina.

Even the paramedics said it was a heart attack.

I can believe he's not the only one being
They did on my friend's mother's **Death certificate**. She died on March 17th & it said **COVID-19** as the cause. She had **ZERO** symptoms & passed away at the age of 93 peacefully while watching tv. He tried to fight it & was told it didn't matter.
Marjorie Weitzel Frew you are partially correct. However on the death certificate of a person with COPD who dies of influenza for example, primary cause of death is always COPD, influenza is secondary cause. They are no longer writing copd as primary! They have been instructed to put covid as primary. They do so, without doing a viral load test to establish cv was causative as they should. Just having cv in their system is not enough, as they could also have staphylococcus, pneumococcal, or any other pathogen testing positive in them and any of them could be causative. They are purely guessing. Albeit an educated guess, but still a guess. Not scientific.

I am sorry to hear about your loss. This virus is killing lots of people. Unfortunately more people will die as the consequence of the lockdown. I feel angry about the cancer patients who are losing time. DNRs being issued for the vulnerable and disabled. If we're complying with lockdown, the least they can do is to test as they should.
Cheryl Robertson McGhee

Yup
My friends cousin was kicked in the head by her young horse accidentally
Sadly she died several days later from a
brain haemorrhage
Death certificate was
Signed
Cause of death
Covid 19 😞
There were 3 witnesses there when it happened
She was a perfectly healthy young girl!
Just a freak accident
They are lying to the whole world !!!
I think it is obvious what the lady is saying. Her mother in law was receiving palliative care, had longstanding health issues, had no Covid symptoms and WAS NOT TESTED for it, yet it somehow appears on her mother in law’s death certificate.
Massimiliano Carlucci
Remember last week in Connecticut a baby died and cause of death was listed as Covid 19. When prompted by an outside source, investigation later revealed cause of death was due to suffocation by the caregiver.
I have my own story of my Sister-in-law's fiance died of a massive heart attack on April 3rd and they recorded his death as COVID-19.

I knew since then something was wrong and of course paying attention to media reports of proof.

The government is not going to send the GAO after this to verify money was spent correctly.
I’ve got a friend who’s dad had cancer. Was going to die any day and did. She got his death certificate and it said COVID. She asked why. They said he tested positive. She asked to see that test and they said no.
She's getting better slowly but the way she was treated was very strange and the person in the bed next to her got septic shock as soon as they had the tubes down them.

I'm sorry for how your mum was treated and I hope she's ok.
Bobbies’ dad’s friend went for a routine X-ray last week as he’s got bronchitis had it all his life. He had self-isolated for 3 weeks was fit and well. They told him he had to stay in as he had Covid-19. He was dead within 9 days and had had no treatment as in oxygen are a ventilator. There’s something not right. He was 75 😟.xx
I personally know one scenario where an 87 yr old fell in her home. Passed days later from injuries in ICU. Family gets death certificate, cause of death Covid-19!!
Melissa Perkins One of my neighbours. His brother in law has passed away 2 days ago and the doctor paid the family 1,000 dollars to sign the death certificate as Covid 19.

Filip Marian Whaaat?

Jen Mission wow. What did he actually pass away from?

Filip Marian Alcohol poisoning